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K.J. Jackson : Oath: A Lords of Action Novel before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be
worth my time, and all praised Oath: A Lords of Action Novel:
8 of 9 people found the following review helpful. Not feeling the loveBy MelissaI have found some of the female
leads of the Lords of Action novels to be too rash and just too ridiculously stubborn for their own good. This is so with
the latest heroine in this series titled Oath.This story begins with the young sixteen-year-old heroine Livia meeting
hero Tieran, Earl of Reggard. The next chapter goes forward several years with both the leads having lost their mates.
The reader has to piece together their history. The easy part is figuring out their pasts with their deceased spouses, the
harder and more important aspect is cobbling together their own doomed love which was not well explained. I had
difficulty understanding their love story because of this. Supposedly they had a love for the ages but not nearly enough
time is spent on this phase of their story and because it is glossed over, the instant connection they have does not feel
real or genuine.Livia is consumed by vengeance and this makes only a little sense unless the reader makes many
assumptions about her mental state; she has an unhealthy and destructive sense of guilt. She seems to have adopted the
woes of others. I had a hard time empathizing with a woman who will ruin others with absolutely zero qualms about
the innocents that get hurt in the process. Livia is a one note character. Kindness is not a big part of her nature and she
will not listen to anyone but her best friend. Livia is motivated in her decisions by guilt and rage. Her thirst to ruin
others is not an attractive quality and quite frankly I could not imagine the hero Tieran being so forgiving of her
embarrassing and indecent actions especially against his friend. He also has to save her several times because she
cannot grasp intentions nor cues to peoplersquo;s personalities and actions.This novel has some dark themes. This
does not have to hamper a book but usually there is a light in this gloom, the leads who are madly in love. This couple
goes over the same argument again and again. Tieran, ldquo;Livia, give up your vengeance.rdquo; Livia,
ldquo;nordquo;. I might have felt more of a connection with these leads if I could have seen them fall in love when
they were younger but the reader is just expected to accept this with little information on their courtship. I just did not
care what happened to this couple, although I believe that Tieran might have been happier with someone else and
Livia would have been just as content to heap retribution on all her enemies sans her hero.1 of 1 people found the
following review helpful. Interconnected and EnjoyableBy Tracy DeNealI really enjoy how these separate standalone
books are so tied together. I have read each book and each series and always completed the book satisfied that the
story had been told. I never longed for any loose ends to be tied in a to be continued loop of endless sequels.With each
release, I've been delighted to see the stories continue from an entirely different perspective. This book was no
different. I had encountered the hero and heroine in another book in the same scene and never tied the two together.
Bravo to the author. I loved it.I won't discuss the content of the books because you can read it yourself. This book
captured my attention and held on tight. Both leads were engaging and strong. I love a book where the female lead

takes no prisoners and works to achieve her goals. This heroine was just such a person. Although our hero and heroine
were broken, they paved a course for their lives and succeeded. That's what I like in a historical romance.1 of 1 people
found the following review helpful. Path of revenge is really never clearBy Valerie R. MacalusoI always love KJ
Jackson's books. She is a great story weaver. She clearly defines her characters and they come alive for you.Lady
Canton was captured by scroundels who were going to sell her as a virgin to the highest bidder. She manages to
escapes and marries a older man. Lord Tieran Reggard was in love with Lady Livia Canton, before she married and
feels jilted with the sudden marriage to the old man. The list of men who purchases the virgins comes in the hands of
Lady Livia and she goes for revenge.Then the story flips and flips to an awesome ending.
A lady out for vengeance collides with the one man that can stand in her way.The lady bent on vengeance.Lady
Canton has a list. A list of men she is ruining, one by one. The work is satisfyingmdash;as each and every one of the
despicable men deserves itmdash;and if Livia has to bend the rules of propriety for successmdash;so be it. What she
doesnrsquo;t anticipate is a past love barging into her life, determined to stop her.The man that will stand in her
way.Lady Canton threw him over years ago to marry a lecherous old fool for his title, so the last thing Lord Reggard
wants is to entangle himself with her again. But when Livia threatens to ruin one of his best friends, Tieran is forced to
take matters into his own hands to stop her.A second chance at first love.Livia never stopped loving him, and Tieran is
intent on using that fact to his advantage. Never mind the callousness of his actionsmdash;his loyalty to Livia died
years ago and he has no desire to revisit the past with her. Yet the past may be the one thing Tieran cannot escape, and
he may very well discover he never stopped loving her as well.Note: The books in the Lords of Action series by K.J.
Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances are set in the
Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language, and
moments that might possibly make you squirm.
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